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Services Provided Awards  

BIM Visualisation 

Data integration 

Constructing Excellence (Yorkshire 
and Humberside) Digital Construction 
Award 

Start Date End Date 

October 2016 July 2017 

Project Value 
 

  

Project Description 

The NCHSR (National College High Speed Rail) has the driving ambition to be at the 
forefront of technology and technical excellence in delivery. This does not just relate to the 
courses, apprentiships or leadership that they bring, but also to the very fabric of the 
buildings themselves.  

As part of a collaborative team with Doncaster Council, Wilmott Dixon, NCHSR and Bond 
Bryan Architects we created Virtual and Augmented Reality simulations and a demonstration 
of the collaborative environment (CDE) for BIM for the NCHSR facilities in Doncaster and 
Birmingham.  

The Challenge 

The challenge was to aid better communication; realise value and collaboration of and with 
different data sets and its owners. The CDE provided numerous benefits including an asset 
management solution for the College as well as being a stakeholder engagement tool.     

The Solution 

We produced for Bond Bryan from their Architects elements and basic product information, 
a view of what the functions of the building would be within a virtual environment (VR), this 
reduced their production time by three weeks and provided value in clash detection for their 
team.  



 

 

We then utilised our Eurostar model (this is now a fully functional VR and AR experience at 
the college); Rolling stock components and the Lifts in order to demonstrate that the 
curriculum need would be met and provide a reference for any other industry donations to 
NCHSR.   

Elements of the real construction sequence (IDR checks) and available BIM models for Civils 
and M&E were connected from the contractor Willmott Dixon. The CDE is now accessible 
through Touch Screen, VR and AR technology format. Using a VR tool set of the building we 
received encouragement to look at the asset profile from a BIM position by Mark Morris the 
Asset Management Director of HS2.  

Combining not only the client requirements, the constructors and the architects view but also 
functional systems and products in the building. Through this real time collaborative 
environment, we discovered that the procurement specification of the lift whilst correct for 
the car body was not powerful enough to lift the Power Car. This caused a re-specification 
requirement for the slabtrack. The consequence was to exceed the design crush loading of 
the concrete requiring a design change. When linked with the Willmott Dixon programme the 
issue was caught at the reed bar stage and not the concrete pour or later. Our technology 
and model saved time, money and reputations. The final solution was for passive provision, 
but we actually removed the issue completely and upped the quality of interaction by 
developing an AR and VR training suite for the train, that does not require all the systems 
that contributed to the overweight situation.  

The Benefits 

The demonstration and collaborative solutions produced from a stakeholder engagement 
perspective are fantastic. Pauley have attended many successful events including Innotrans 
(in Germany) and the Big Bang (in the UK). 

The project has enabled our involvement and inspiration for the cross-industry trail blazer. 
The data integration CDE is now a topic within HS2 and we are bidding for more projects 
with a further funded development of data trust and geo location underway. 

The real time benefit was to highlight an issue at an IDR check that would have caused a 
delay and a reputational issue, which had not previously been identified. It also allowed for 
future proofing provision and as a result led to a technology solution which is now being 
delivered through another PAULEY project with NCHSR. The use of AR and VR in this BIM 
space and the usefulness of the data collaboration after handover led to the Constructing 
Excellence Award being won. 

Client Testimonial 

“Congratulations team this is the first delivery award for HS2 and good to see it was delivered 
here in Doncaster”. 

Mayor Ros Jones, Elected Mayor of Doncaster Council 

 


